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Introduction
In today’s world, everything is accelerating. In fact, acceleration is a monster wave coming the
way of every business. Experts say the only way to avoid being submerged by this wave is to
transform the traditional leadership model to agile management. The way to do this is to overlay
a second management system over the traditional hierarchical approach, with the two working
together synergistically. Agile business management is quite different from agile project
management, but we can learn a great deal from the experiences in the software business as they
transformed to agile project management. In agile business management, business leaders lead
by the seven principles of agile business management, with full accountability at all levels and
clear, engaged leadership from the top.
In this article, we discuss the key drivers behind the need to adapt agile business management
and explain how it works. Understanding what is meant by business agility is just the start.
However, this is an essential first step.

Take advantage of acceleration: the next wave of opportunity
Acceleration, the monster wave
Now, the next wave has arisen for businesses. It’s a monster wave, at first unnoticed by many
except a few forward-thinking men and women. Everything accelerates, goes faster and faster.
Business processes are accelerating: product development, procurement, supply chains,
marketing, sales, service. And beyond business processes: fast food, fast fashion, fast climate
change, fast change in COVID variants, just to name a few examples.

In competition, agile businesses win
Acceleration is a tremendous opportunity for taking a winning position. As John Richard Boyd1,
military strategist, expressed it: “In competition, [he] who spins the cycle of adjustment faster will
win.” In business terms: managers who lead their enterprise to spin the cycle of agility faster and
more effectively will dominate the market.
On the other side, acceleration is a killer wave for businesses who fail to surf it successfully. As
John P. Kotter wrote in 20122: “Traditional management cannot take advantage of acceleration –
not even cope. It is too slow, not nimble enough and not organized to spin the cycle of adjustment
“plan-execute-check” fast and for the entire enterprise3.
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Every giant in management thinking has named the cycle of continuous adjustment as the essence of business
agility: Popper, Shewart, Deming, Goldratt, Boyd, Kotter – just to name a few)
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Kotter recommends: Manage agility with a second, complementary management system
Kotter points out that our traditional management system is fit to manage business process
performance. To manage business agility, however, we need to complement it with a second
management system.
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The centerpiece of this second management system is the enterprise operational plan, comprising
the initiatives of continuous adaptation. Spinning this plan in the plan-execute-check (PEC) cycle
transforms the business from traditional to agile business management.

Quite different from agile project management
In the “Manifesto for agile software development”4 (2001), software project managers
recommended how to transform the traditional “waterfall approach” to agile project
management. For purposes of agile business management, we can learn a lot from this
transformation. However, in several respects, agile management of projects is very different from
managing a business´s agility:
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Transform your leadership model to agile business management - NOW!
Leading a business transformation: Challenging and rewarding
The most rewarding assignment in a manager´s professional career is to lead a business through
a transformation. No other task is more challenging to both leading with clear thinking and coping
with emotional stress. Acceleration now offers this challenge for business leaders to engage and
excel.

Agile business management manifesto
Following the example of the “Manifesto for agile software development,” in 2020 a team of
experienced consultants compiled their experiences in an “Agile business management
manifesto,” comprising seven principles for agile business management:

Seven principles of agile business management
Agile business management manifesto
1. Recognize business as ecosystem
2. Focus on one single goal: Revenue
3. Give priority to revenue generating units
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Transform your leadership model to agile management – NOW!
Transforming to agile business management is not asking everyone to “be agile” and handing out
coffee mugs and T-shirts with agility logos to everyone in the company.

Redefine manager´s leadership model in three steps
Instead, this transformation redefines managers´ leadership model, the way in which managers
work. It is managers who need to be agile using – as Kotter said, “another [complementary]
management system.” To be successful, the enterprise´s management team needs to undergo
the transformation themselves. There is no reason to wait – just do it, today, now. Here’s how, in
three steps:
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Step 1: Self-rate your management team´s competence
With your entire management team, self-rate the team´s competence in achieving leading results
through five levels of agile business management, from 1 (Beginners), to 3 (Users), and finally, to
5 (Teachers).”.5
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Step 2: Focus on one single agility principle
As an entire management team, decide what is the agility principle which needs most
improvement. Then design an achievable 3-month transformation project for that principle.
Step 3: Execute the transformation project
To take the transformation seriously, review progress in the transformation frequently – at least
every 2 weeks, with the entire management team. Every week is better.
After three months, repeat the agile management assessment, beginning the next sprint of your
transformation to agile business management.

One single critical success factor: Lead, PERSONALLY
There are many factors which are critical for success in transformation to agile business
management. One, however, stands out by far: this transformation will only be successful if you
lead it, personally: Own it, declare it “my project” or “our project” – and don´t even dream of
delegating transformation to agile business management. The moment you delegate this
transformation, transformation will come to a halt.
This is a true critical success factor, or as lawyers call it, a “condition sine qua non,” a condition
without which transformation will fail.
Lead by example
Follow the proverb, “Words teach us to understand. Examples we follow.”: be a “pulling example”
in agile business management. Manage by the seven principles of agility, in every single aspect.
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Asking a certified agility consultant to guide you through self-assessment and execution of the transformation
project helps to speed the process and assure that the project is successful
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In conclusion: Fundamentally different leadership for the 21st century
Although Kotter began warning about the acceleration trend and the shortfalls of current
operating systems a decade ago, it is worth restating his thoughts here:
People have been grumbling for years about the strategy consulting industry, whose
reports fail to solve the problem of finding and implementing strategies to better fit a
changing environment. A consultant’s report—all thought and little heart, forecasting
where you can flourish in two or five or 10 years, produced by smart outsiders, and acted
on in a linear way by a limited number of appointed people—has little or no chance of
success in a faster-moving, more uncertain world.
The inevitable failures of single operating systems hurt us now. They are going to kill us in
the future. The 21st century will force us all to evolve toward a fundamentally new form
of organization. I believe that I have basically described that form here. We still have much
to learn. Nevertheless, the companies that get there first, because they act now, will see
immediate and long-term success—for shareholders, customers, employees, and
themselves. Those that lag will suffer greatly, if they survive at all.
For more information about agile business management and to stay current with the latest
trends, be sure to follow us on LinkedIn.
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